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PC PAL Do The Gadget Show Live 2010

The PC PAL Team descend on the NEC's Gadget Show Live for a well-earned Jolly Engineers' Outing!

April 7, 2010 - PRLog -- They were quite a sight to behold! 6 PC PALs in their sparkling new yellow tops.
They had various comments from, ' 'Did you get a discount on those?' 'Are you with the Lib Dems?' and the
best one came from Ortis Deley, Gadget show presenter, 'Are you guys on a stag do?'

3DTV and technology seemed to be the most popular stands at the show with NVidia, Sony and Panasonic
having the most exciting gadgets available. The 3DTV and Gaming market is set to expand rapidly this year
with more and more consumers seeing the benefits of the advances in technology.

Other popular gadgets included wireless streaming of music and video around the home as well as other
home automation devices, including an interesting one - a bath management system - which would fill up
your bath to the correct level and temperature and even the right amount of bathing oils added to the water,
all controllable from your iPhone! There really is an app for everything....

Checkout the rest of our antics on Flickr at http://www.flickr.com/photos/pcpal/sets/72157623796150392/

# # #

PC PAL provides on-site computer repairs for homes and small businesses. 
The PC PAL Franchise offers you the opportunity to start your own profitable business in the rapidly
growing and lucrative PC Repair and Support markets.

--- End ---
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